For a normed linear space X we investigate conditions for the existence of support maps under which the image of X is a dense subset of the dual. In the case of finite-dimensional spaces a complete answer is given. For more general spaces some sufficient conditions are obtained.
Throughout we will use 11. / for the norm function of a normed linear space X , X' for its dual space and S ( X ) to denote its unit sphere { x E X : Ix I = 1). W e will be particularly interested in S ( X 1 ) regarded as a metric space under the metric d ( f , g ) = (1 f -g 11 for all f, g E S ( X 1 ) .
Unless otherwise stated, by the interior, int A, o r the boundary, bdry A, of a subset A C S ( X 1 ) we mean in the context of ( S ( X f ) , d ) . Thus 
Is E S ( X ' )
: llf -g I 1 < rl C A.
It is a simple consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem that we may define a set valued map 9 from S ( X ) into the non-trivial subsets of S ( X r ) by This map is frequently termed the duality map of X. When we want t o emphasize the underlying space X we will write g x ( x ) in place of g ( x ) .
A support map is a selector for 9, that is a function
T h e important property of subreflexivity, as established by Bishop and Phelps (1961) , states that for a Banach space X , U, , , , , ,
( x ) is a dense subset of S ( X 1 ) .
W e will be interested in the geometry of spaces which have a support Recalling that a Banach space X is smooth at x E S ( X ) if 9 ( x ) is a \~:lclcton set, we see that subreflexivity establishes that for every smooth H,inach space the unique support map has dense image. So a sufficient condition for a Banach space to have a support map with dense image would he the existence of a lower semi-continuous support map (norm to weak*, Cudia (1964)).
That the requirement of smoothness is over strong may be seen from the b-:sample of 9?3 equipped with norm the gauge of the "lens-shaped" set {x: I x -(0,1,0)112 5 1 and Iix + (0,f,0)//2 5 I}.
I n this space the selection of a support map with dense image follows from the csistence of a function f : 3 4 3 under which the image of an open :~eighbourhood is a dense subset of 3. Accordingly we seek weaker conditlcjns than smoothness which will ensure the existence of support maps with dense images. The following equivalence is an obvious consequence of subreflexivity. The next lemma shows that the second (underlined) condition is redund a n t .
L E M M A 2 . In the normed linear space X, if f E int 9 ( x ) for some x E .Sr..i). then f 9 ( y ) for any y E S(X)\{x}.
PROOF. Assume the contrary, that there exists y E S(X)\{x} with f E i, (y) . Let Y be the two-dimensional subspace of X spanned by x and y.
Then f /, E 9,.(y) and further in S ( Y f ) , f 1, E int 9 , ( x ) which clearly cannot bc. the case in a two-dimensional space unless x = y, a contradiction.
COROLL.ARY 3. If the normed linear space X has a support map with dense image, then int 9 ( x ) = 0 for all x E S ( X ) .
We now develop some partial converses t o Corollary 3
Assume the contrary, then there exists fll E S ( X 1 ) and r > 0 with ;z[foj) t ,
Theorem.
1
For any normed linear space X denote by A ( X ) the set of non-smooth points of the unit sphere S ( X ) and let 
LEMMA 5. Every support map of the Banach space X has dense image in
! S(X1)\int A. PROOF. For f E s ( x l ) \ i n t A, either f E S ( X ' ) \~ o r f E bdry 3. If f be-1 longs t o the open set s(x')\~%, then by the subreflexivity of X there exists a sequence { f , ) of functionals in A\,% convergent t o f. Now each f, E 9 ( x , ) for some x, E S ( X ) \ A ( X ) in
I t is well known that
g ( x ; y ) = inf {Re f ( y ) : f E 9 ( x ) } = g + ( x ; y ) . [ 5 ] ' -
The norm is differentiable at x E S ( X ) in the direction y if g -( x
in which case we will denote the comrnon value of these two limits by g(x ; y).
-L
If the norm is differentiable at x E S ( X ) in some direction y E .. S(X)\{x, -x } we say the norm is differentiable at x in a non-radial direction, y. ( x ) . From this it also follows that g -( x ; y ) = g + ( x ; y ) = 0 and so g ( x ; y ) exists.
I 5
LEMMA 11. If, in the normed linear space X , x E S ( X ) has int 9 ( x ) # 0, then X ' is the real linear hull of 9 ( x ) .
f, f ' form a basis of ( f , g ) , and so g is a real linear combination of f and f' as l p i E 92) has Ilg -f 11 < E then I pk -l l n 1 < 112n and so pk > 0 f~r each k. For xuch an E : take g E S ( X ) with 11 f -g 11 < F , then 1 = llg ( 1 5 El=, pk while :' = glEl=, pk is a convex combination of the { f k } and so belongs to 2 ( x ) . (~'onsequently g' has norm 1. whence El1, pk = 1 and so g = g r E 9 ( x ) . That :. {g E S ( X ) : / I g -f l l <~} C & ? ( x ) and so f E i n t g ( x ) .
Combining this partial converse to Lemma 11 with Lemma 10 and I'heorem 8 we arrive at the following characterization in finite-dimensional \p;tces. A considerable improvement in the organisation and presentation of the above material resulted from the referee's constructive criticism of the original manuscript for which the author expresses his indebtedness.
